
Question: 1 
   
What API policy would LEAST likely be applied to a Process API? 
 
A. Custom circuit breaker 
B. Client ID enforcement 
C. Rate limiting 
D. JSON threat protection 
 

Answer: D     
 
Reference: 
https://docs.mulesoft.com/api-manager/2.x/policy-mule3-provided-policies 
 

Question: 2 
   
What is a key performance indicator (KPI) that measures the success of a typical C4E that is immediately 
apparent in responses from the Anypoint Platform APIs? 
 
A. The number of production outage incidents reported in the last 24 hours 
B. The number of API implementations that have a publicly accessible HTTP endpoint and are being 
managed by Anypoint Platform 
C. The fraction of API implementations deployed manually relative to those deployed using a CI/CD tool 
D. The number of API specifications in RAML or OAS format published to Anypoint Exchange 
 

Answer: B     
 
Reference: 
https://help.mulesoft.com/s/question/0D52T00004mXSTUSA4/how-should-a-company-measure-
c4esuccess 
 

Question: 3 
   
An organization is implementing a Quote of the Day API that caches today's quote. 
What scenario can use the GoudHub Object Store via the Object Store connector to persist the cache's 
state? 
 
A. When there are three CloudHub deployments of the API implementation to three separate CloudHub 
regions that must share the cache state 
B. When there are two CloudHub deployments of the API implementation by two Anypoint Platform 
business groups to the same CloudHub region that must share the cache state 
C. When there is one deployment of the API implementation to CloudHub and anottV deployment to a 



customer-hosted Mule runtime that must share the cache state 
D. When there is one CloudHub deployment of the API implementation to three CloudHub workers that 
must share the cache state 
 

Answer: D     
 

Question: 4 
   
Refer to the exhibit. 

 
An organization uses one specific CloudHub (AWS) region for all CloudHub deployments. 
How are CloudHub workers assigned to availability zones (AZs) when the organization's Mule 
applications are deployed to CloudHub in that region? 
 
A. Workers belonging to a given environment are assigned to the same AZ within that region 
B. AZs are selected as part of the Mule application's deployment configuration 
C. Workers are randomly distributed across available AZs within that region 
D. An AZ is randomly selected for a Mule application, and all the Mule application's CloudHub workers 
are assigned to that one AZ 
 

Answer: D     
 

Question: 5 
   
What do the API invocation metrics provided by Anypoint Platform provide? 
 



A. ROI metrics from APIs that can be directly shared with business users 
B. Measurements of the effectiveness of the application network based on the level of reuse 
C. Data on past API invocations to help identify anomalies and usage patterns across various APIs 
D. Proactive identification of likely future policy violations that exceed a given threat threshold 
 

Answer: C     
 
Reference: 
https://usermanual.wiki/Document/APAAppNetstudentManual02may2018.991784750.pdf 


